Spectrum of Disease Severity and Phenotype in Choroideremia Carriers.
To characterize and bring awareness to the disease spectrum of female choroideremia patients, as severity can vary from mild to severe disease, comparable to that observed in male patients. Retrospective cohort study. Twelve female carriers of disease-causing variants in the CHM gene confirmed by molecular genetic sequencing were characterized clinically and imaged with short-wave fundus autofluorescence (SW-FAF), spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (OCT), and color fundus imaging. Twelve unrelated female patients with a clinical and genetic diagnosis of choroideremia carriers were included in this study. Disease severity among these phenotypes ranged from mild to severe, resembling the typical presentation of choroideremia in male patients. Mild disease presented with retinal pigment epithelium mottling, a patchy pattern of hypoautofluorescent speckles on SW-FAF, and intact retinal layers on spectral-domain OCT. Severe disease presented with widespread chorioretinal atrophy as shown by SW-FAF and spectral-domain OCT. Each of the identified genetic variants in CHM was predicted to be disease-causing according to in silico prediction software. Disease progression analysis of 4 patients with follow-up showed a decline in visual acuity for 2 patients, with progression observed on spectral-domain OCT in 1 of the patients. No significant disease progression on SW-FAF was observed for any of the patients. Female carriers of choroideremia can present with a wide range of clinical phenotypes and disease severity, from mild to severe disease, similar to male subjects. Symptomatic female subjects should be considered for current and upcoming gene replacement therapy clinical trials.